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make our official correspondence from. We
are also looking to participate abroad and are
waiting for invitations, preferably from
Kuwaiti embassies abroad, especially during
the national celebrations to present Kuwait’s
history to the public,” he explained.

Most Important Items
“Our member collectors have many rare

and interesting items. For instance, one of
them has the passport of the late popular
Egyptian singer Um Kalthoum, which was
issued when Egypt was a kingdom. Also,
another collector has a document of the late
Sheikh Mubarak Al-Kabeer from the 19th cen-
tury,” Shimmeri told Kuwait Times. Shimmeri
collects documents related to old Kuwaiti cin-
ema and theatre. 

“I have old cinema and theatre tickets. I
also have brochures related to cinema and
theatre, in addition to some old magazines
and newspapers that are related to important
historical events including sports, politics,
death of rulers, national occasions and so on,”
he stated.      

He called on the government to support
the team, mainly by providing a building to
house their collections. “We have the objects
and items, but we need a place to display
them. Now is the best season to participate in
exhibitions, especially at schools, as summer
is a dead period,” concluded Shimmeri.

New collectors are welcome to join the
team and can contact it on 60414441 or
99999898, or find it on Instagram and
Snapchat @Expo965.  

Another collector displaying old newspaper and magazine issues containing important
events of the Kuwait history. — Photos courtesy Expo965 Team. 

Members of the Expo965 Team posing with the old Kuwaiti flag at one of their events.

Collector displays antique mortar along with other wooden antiques.

One of the collectors displaying his antiques including an old money bank that was popular in Kuwait called ‘Balaa’ Albeiza’ (small coin swallower). 


